Mylonitic deformation at the Kane oceanic core complex: Implications for the rheological behavior of oceanic detachment faults
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[1] The depth extent, strength, and composition of oceanic detachment faults remain poorly understood because the grade of deformation-related fabrics varies widely among sampled oceanic core complexes (OCCs). We address this issue by analyzing fault rocks collected from the Kane oceanic core complex at 23°30′N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. A portion of the sample suite was collected from a younger fault scarp that cuts the detachment surface and exposes the interior of the most prominent dome. The style of deformation was assessed as a function of proximity to the detachment surface, revealing a ~450 m thick zone of high-temperature mylonitization overprinted by a ~200 m thick zone of brittle deformation. Geothermometry of deformed gabbros demonstrates that crystal-plastic deformation occurred at temperatures >700°C. Analysis of the morphology of the complex in conjunction with recent thermochronology suggests that deformation initiated at depths of ~7 km. Thus we suggest the detachment system extended into or below the brittle-plastic transition (BPT). Microstructural evidence suggests that gabbros and peridotites with high-temperature fabrics were dominantly deforming by dislocation-accommodated processes and diffusion creep. Recrystallized grain size piezometry yields differential stresses consistent with those predicted by dry-plagioclase flow laws. The temperature and stress at the BPT determined from laboratory-derived constitutive models agree well with the lowest temperatures and highest stresses estimated from gabbro mylonites. We suggest that the variation in abundance of mylonites among oceanic core complexes can be explained by variation in the depth of the BPT, which depends to a first order on the thermal structure and water content of newly forming oceanic lithosphere.
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1. Introduction

[3] Slow- and ultraslow-spreading ridges make up 60% of the Earth’s mid-ocean ridge system, with oceanic core complexes recognized as a common feature along these ridges [e.g., Tucholke et al., 1996, 1998; Smith et al., 2006; Cannat et al., 2006; Escartín et al., 2008; John and Cheadle, 2010; Schoolmeesters, 2011]. Well-developed OCCs are characterized by a domed morphology with spreading-parallel corrugations, and areal extents from 150 to over 6000 km². Samples collected from OCCs along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [Mutter and Karson, 1992; Cann et al., 1997; MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2003; Schroeder and John, 2004; Dick et al., 2008; Blackman et al., 2011], the Southwest Indian Ridge [Cannat, 1991; Dick et al., 1991, 2000], and in the Parece Vela Basin [Ohara et al., 2003; Harigane et al., 2008] consist of serpentinized peridotite, gabbroic rocks, diabase, and basalt. Based on these morphologic and lithologic observations [Tucholke and Lin, 1994; Tucholke et al., 1996, 1998; Cann et al., 1997; Schroeder and John, 2004; Boschi et al., 2006; Karson et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006; MacLeod et al., 2009] and associated numerical simulations [Lavier et al., 1999; Buck et al., 2005; Tucholke et al., 2008; Olive et al., 2010], OCCs are hypothesized to be bounded by normal faults with apparent offsets of ~15–125 km that undergo flexural rotation (i.e., “roll over”) while tectonically denuding the lower crust and upper mantle.

[5] The ubiquity of OCCs at slow- and ultraslow-spreading mid-ocean ridges implies that the rheological behavior of oceanic detachment faults is a key process in the generation of new oceanic lithosphere. Yet the depth extent, strength, and composition of fault-rock assemblages of oceanic detachment faults remain poorly understood. In general, samples from oceanic detachment faults exhibit evidence of pervasive interaction between fault rocks and seawater which produces weak, hydrous alteration phases [MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2003; Schroeder and John, 2004; Boschi et al., 2006; Paulick et al., 2006; Harigane et al., 2008; McCaig et al., 2010; Picazo et al., 2012]. However, evidence for high-temperature, viscous deformation related to detachment faulting varies from relatively little [MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2003; Kelemen et al., 2004; Hirose and Hayman, 2008], to moderate [Schroeder and John, 2004; Karson et al., 2006; Harigane et al., 2008; Picazo et al., 2012], to pervasive [Dick et al., 2000; Mehl and Hirth, 2008; Miranda and John, 2010]. Additionally, some microstructural observations have led to the suggestion that a melt phase plays an important role in the deepest portions of the system [Agar and Lloyd, 1997; Dick et al., 1991, 2000]. Because long-lived detachment faults likely need a rheological boundary for localization [Searle and Escartín, 2004], the above observations have led to four primary models for the initial localization/rooting of the fault system at depth: (1) an alteration front [Escartín et al., 2003], (2) the brittle-plastic transition (BPT) [Tucholke et al., 1998, 2001, 2008; Schroeder and John, 2004], (3) the boundary between gabbro intrusions and weaken ed hydrated peridotite [Ildefonse et al., 2007], or (4) a melt-rich zone [Dick et al., 1991, 2000].

[4] In an attempt to better understand the rheological behavior of oceanic detachment faults, we examine the characteristics of deformation associated with the central section of the Kane OCC at 23°30′N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Figure 1). By looking at the spatial distribution of fault rocks, combined with petrographic, crystallographic, and thermometric analysis of fault rocks that have undergone high-temperature deformation, we demonstrate that the Kane oceanic detachment fault was initiated at high temperature and extended below the BPT. Finally, we attempt to reconcile the varying styles of deformation recorded by fault rocks collected from other OCCs by combining microstructural observations with laboratory-derived constitutive models for rock deformation to produce an overarching picture of oceanic detachment-fault rheology.

2. Geological Overview of the Kane OCC

[5] The Kane OCC is centered near 23°30′N, 45°20′W on the western flank of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge just south of Kane Fracture Zone (Figure 1) and extends from ~3.5 Ma crust at the breakaway to ~2.2 Ma crust at the termination [Tivey et al., 2004; Dick et al., 2008]. The OCC is ~580 km² in areal extent and exhibits several structural domes that are corrugated parallel to the fracture zone: the northern Babel Dome (~12 km long parallel to the spreading direction), the central Cain and Abel Domes (~25 km long), and the southern Adam and Eve Domes (~6 km long and ~4 km long, respectively) [Tivey et al., 2004; Dick et al., 2008]. The Kane OCC is similar in size and morphology to other recognized detachment-bounded OCCs [e.g., Blackman et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 1998]. Additional similarities include residual mantle Bouger gravity that is elevated (~10–15 mGal) over much of the core complex [Maia and Gente, 1998; Dick et al., 2008], suggesting that the massif is cored by high-density rocks.

The complex is dissected by several normal faults that trend parallel to the ridge axis (Figure 1). The 35 km long East Fault, a down-to-the-west normal fault, truncates the western edge of Babel Dome and separates Cain and Abel Domes. At Cain Dome, the fault trace is defined by a ~500 m high scarp, which exposes the interior structure of the dome and provides an excellent opportunity to collect samples from below the main detachment surface.

Based on the same sample suite used in this study, Dick et al. [2008] mapped the architecture of the Kane OCC from the Kane Transform to the southern edge of Eve Dome. They interpreted Babel Dome in the north and Adam and Eve Domes in the south to represent two exposed fossil magmatic centers. In contrast to those domes, Dick et al. [2008] suggested the central Cain and Abel Domes represent an area of very limited magmatism due to the relative lack of recovered dunite...
and primitive gabbros. Xu et al. [2009] further elucidated the internal structure of the Kane OCC using seismic tomographic models along several cross sections through the complex. Their velocity model of the central section (Figure 1b) is consistent with the interpretation that Cain and Abel Domes are largely composed of low-velocity, serpentinitized ultramafic rocks, although the east flank of Cain Dome appears to be cored by a higher velocity body, which they interpret as a series of gabbroic intrusions.

3. Methods

3.1. Sample Collection and Profile Construction

[Tivey et al., 2004; Dick et al., 2008]. Samples were collected in 28 dredges and during seven dives with the remotely operated vehicle Jason II, and ~2600 kg of rock consisting dominantly of peridotite, dunite, gabbro, diabase, and basalt were recovered. A number of samples determined to be in situ were geochemically oriented using Jason II compass orientation and video footage. Hand samples were characterized based on their primary mineralogy, alteration mineralogy, and deformation fabrics immediately after sampling. For this study, we reanalyzed the deformation fabric intensity present in each sample using available thin sections to supplement observations from hand samples. We used a scale of 0–5 to describe both brittle and crystal-plastic deformation fabric intensity [Dick et al., 1999; Schroeder and John, 2004, Table 2; Dick et al., 2008]. We assume crystal-plastic deformation occurs at depths below the BPT, and we therefore include semibrittle deformation with brittle deformation. For brittle fabrics, an intensity of 0 corresponds to undeformed, 3 corresponds to significant brecciation with clast rotation, and 5 corresponds to an ultracataclasite. For crystal-plastic fabrics, an intensity of 0 corresponds to an undeformed rock, 3 corresponds to a protomylonite, and 5 corresponds to an ultramylonite.

In order to examine a spectrum of deformation fabrics, we analyzed samples from dive Jas112 (Figure 2) as well as samples collected from dives Jas113 and Jas114 and two dredges, all in the area of Cain and Abel Domes. Deformation-related microstructures were characterized through analysis of thin sections with both petrographic and electron microscopes. When possible, thin sections were cut perpendicular to foliation and parallel to lineation. We characterized fabrics based on grain shape, grain size distribution, subgrain development, undulose extinction, kink bands, and crystallographic-preferred orientations (CPOs). Any cross-cutting and overprinting relationships between fabric types were recorded.

Crystallographic fabrics were measured using electron-backscatter diffraction (EBSD) on seven of the least-altered samples that are interpreted to span ~1 km through the detachment fault system. Probe-polished thin sections were additionally polished with colloidal silica (0.04 μm) for several hours and analyzed using a JEOL 5800LV scanning electron microscope with an attached HKL Technology electron backscatter detector. Data were acquired in a low-vacuum operating mode to enable examination of electrically insulating samples without application of a conductive coating. Data for relatively large areas were acquired by
stage mapping: the electron beam remained vertically incident on the sample surface while the sample was moved to acquire data for a grid of points, with step sizes ranging from 20 to 40 μm. Electron-backscatter patterns were indexed for olivine, plagioclase, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, ilmenite, magnetite, and hornblende using the HKL Channel 5 software package.

Grain boundaries were defined to be a misorientation of >15° between neighboring pixels. Subgrain boundaries were defined to be those with misorientations between 2 and 15°. When possible, data sets were filtered to one point per grain to prevent single grains from dominating pole figures. As listed in Table 1, the strengths of crystallographic fabrics were measured using the M-index [Skemer et al., 2005], which is set on a scale of 0 (random fabric) to 1 (single crystal fabric).

Figure 2. Reconstructed deformation-depth profiles from samples collected on dive Jas112 (see Figure 1 for sample locations). The strength of the crystal-plastic and brittle fabric in each sample was categorized using a scale of 0–5 (none to high strain). Colors indicate the rock type for each sample. Squares denote samples that appear to be in situ where they were collected. An ~450 m envelope of crystal-plastic deformation is seen compared to an ~200 m envelope of brittle deformation (denoted by gray arrows), suggesting localization of deformation toward the detachment surface as the footwall was tectonically denuded. Abundant carbonate talus in the upper 80 m of the section limited the recovery of igneous rocks. An interpreted lithologic column is shown on the right. The lower plot illustrates how the depth below sea level for each sample was converted to depth below the detachment surface. The red line denotes the main detachment surface. Data are available in supporting information, Table S1.1.

Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.
3.3. Grain Size Piezometry

Measurements of recrystallized grain size were used to estimate differential stress during deformation. Average recrystallized grain sizes were measured using the linear intercept method on photomicrographs of thin sections. A correction factor of 1.5 was applied to average intercept lengths to approximate the 3-D average grain size [Underwood, 1970, pp. 80–93]. The anorthosite piezometer from Twiss [1977] was used to calculate paleostresses in plagioclase-rich regions. The Twiss [1977] piezometer was also used by Mehl and Hirth [2008] to estimate a polyphase piezometric relationship in mixtures of plagioclase and pyroxene. We use this estimated piezometric relationship to calculate paleostress in the polyphase layers of a layered gabbro (Kn180-19-12). The olivine piezometer from [van der Wal et al., 1993] was used to calculate paleostresses in samples of peridotite. Calculated stresses are listed in Table 1.

3.4. Thermometry

Deformation temperatures of amphibole-bearing gabbros were constrained by the plagioclase-amphibole thermometer of Holland and Blundy [1994]. Equilibrium B of Holland and Blundy [1994] is based on the exchange of Al and Na between amphibole and plagioclase and does not require quartz saturation. The application of this thermometer to oceanic gabbros is detailed in Manning et al. [1996]. Chemical compositions of plagioclase and amphibole were determined using a JEOL JXA-8900 five-spectrometer electron microprobe. Adjacent plagioclase and amphibole grain pairs were sampled from 15 to 40 μm from shared grain boundaries. Measured total Fe was redistributed among the Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ oxidation states following the method of Dale et al. [2000]. A similar method was used to analyze orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene pairs. Temperatures were calculated using the Ca-QUILF thermometer [Lindsley and Frost, 1992; Anderson et al., 1993]. Potential sources of error include uncertainty in the thermometer, analytical uncertainty, low-temperature diffusion across grain boundaries, and nonequilibrium between measured phases.

Deformation temperatures were not determined for peridotites. Although a variety of geothermometers have been calibrated for use in peridotites [Fabries, 1979; Brey and Köhler, 1990; Sack and Ghiorso, 1991; Witt-Eickschen and Seck, 1991], calculated temperatures can only be assumed to represent deformation conditions if neoblast pairs are analyzed. Neoblasts of a necessary second phase (orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, or spinel) are not present in our unaltered samples, which reduces the reliability of any calculated temperatures.

4. Results

A large proportion of the rocks collected from the Kane OCC during R/V Knorr Cruise 180, Leg 2 (~25%) exhibit significant mylonitization and/or brittle deformation, and many samples preserve a retrograde deformation and alteration history. In general, a down-temperature sequence of overprinting fabrics is observed and characterized by initial granulite- or amphibolite-grade mylonitic fabrics that are subsequently overprinted by greenschist retrogression; the development of a distinct schistosity often defined by talc, tremolite, or chlorite; and finally brecciation or cataclastic
deformation. We first examine the spatial distribution of deformed rocks and then focus on the high-temperature microstructures related to the deepest portions of the detachment system.

### 4.1. Spatial Variations in Deformation

[17] As demonstrated by Dick et al. [2008], the surface of each prominent dome (Cain, Abel, Babel, Eve, and Adam) hosts a high proportion of deformed rocks, consistent with the hypothesis that these surfaces are exposed detachment faults. Of the samples collected, 26% have a fabric intensity (brittle and/or crystal plastic) greater than 3. This density of fault rocks is in contrast to rocks collected from the scarps of East and West faults, where only 7% have a fabric intensity greater than 3. As illustrated in Figure 3, measured foliations in oriented samples are subparallel to the average orientation of the main detachment surface (dipping 10–30° to the southeast).

[18] The depth profile of deformation fabric intensity (Figure 2 and Table S1; supporting information) allows investigation of variations in distribution and magnitude of strain below the detachment surface to characterize the detachment zone. The samples used to construct this profile are dominated by peridotite (88 wt%) and gabbro (10 wt%) with lesser amounts of dunite and diabase [Dick et al., 2008]. Several samples of harzburgite are intruded by gabbroic veins, some of which are obviously incorporated into the high-temperature deformation zones (see section 4.2.1.2). There is abundant carbonate talus on the uppermost part of the scarp, which limited recovery of igneous rocks near the main detachment surface.

[19] Figure 2 demonstrates that, in general, deformation fabrics increase in intensity at higher structural levels adjacent to the detachment fault, with broad zones of both high-temperature and brittle deformation near the top of the section. Protomylonitic to mylonitic deformation is contained in a ~450 m thick envelope. Intense brittle deformation (>2) is present to depths of ~200 m. In the upper ~450 m, 23% of sampled rocks show significant high-temperature deformation, and in the upper ~200 m, 15% of sampled rocks show significant brittle deformation. These percentages are significantly higher than percentages for all samples collected on dive Jas112 (18% high temperature, 5% brittle) and are only slightly lower than the percentages of deformed rocks recovered from the surface of Cain Dome (26% high temperature, 20% brittle) [Dick et al., 2008]. We note that the presence of undeformed rocks intermingled with highly deformed rocks is consistent with observations of hand specimens in which centimeter-wide mylonitic shear zones can be observed. Based on these observations, we suggest that (1) the Kane detachment fault system is characterized by a broad zone of high-temperature deformation that localized into a narrower zone of brittle deformation, and (2) both high-temperature and brittle systems are composed of many discrete shear zones on the order of centimeters to meters thick, surrounding less deformed rocks interspersed between these shear zones.

### 4.2. Characterization of Deformation Conditions

#### 4.2.1. High-Temperature Mylonitic Microstructures

[20] Gabbronorites, amphibole-bearing gabbros, and Fe-Ti oxide gabbros sampled from the Cain and Abel Domes exhibit mylonitic microstructures characteristic of high-temperature, crystal-plastic deformation (Figure 4). Plagioclase in gabbroic mylonites exhibits extensive core-and-mantle structure, ribbon-shaped porphyroclasts, and subgrain development. Neoblasts and subgrains are similarly sized (30–200 μm) and significantly
smaller than plagioclase porphyroclasts (500–1000 μm). Neoblasts are equigranular and lack significant internal deformation, which suggests that subgrain development and neoblast formation has served as a recovery mechanism after extensive dislocation nucleation during intragranular dislocation creep. This texture has often been attributed to subgrain rotation as a mechanism for dynamic recrystallization [e.g., Drury and Urai, 1990; Hirth and Tullis, 1992]. Amphibole-bearing gabbros commonly exhibit alternating bands of brown-green amphibole and plagioclase defining a
millimeter- to centimeter-scale foliation. Amphibole forms rims on pyroxene grains and extends from the pyroxene hosts in fine-grained, monophase tails. Several gabbro mylonites contain elongate stringers of Fe-Ti-rich melt that follow the mylonitic foliation while some relatively undeformed pockets of Fe-Ti-rich melt surround brittle fractured plagioclase and pyroxene, which suggests that a highly evolved melt phase was intruding the fault rocks throughout the deformation history (i.e., premylonitization, symmylonitization, and postmylonitization). One ultramylonite was collected from the surface of Abel Dome, recording the highest strain of all samples (Figure 4e). Pyroxene, zircon, and a few plagioclase porphyroclasts sit in a very fine-grained, well-mixed matrix of plagioclase, ilmenite, and amphibole. Plagioclase porphyroclasts have intense undulose extinction and are mantled by fine-grained neoblasts.

Although rare, several relatively unaltered peridotite mylonites were collected. Olivine in these samples (Figure 5c) has a well-developed core-and-mantle structure with ribbon-shaped porphyroclasts and subgrain development. Olivine neoblasts and subgrains are similarly sized (~100 μm) and significantly smaller than olivine porphyroclasts (~1000 μm). Some tails of unaltered, recrystallized pyroxene extend from pyroxene porphyroclasts. These observations indicate the operation of deformation and recrystallization mechanisms in the olivine-rich rocks similar to those interpreted for the plagioclase-rich rocks.

4.2.1.1. CPOs: Plagioclase

CPOs of plagioclase are plotted in Figure 6. We examined plagioclase CPOs in three amphibole-bearing gabbro mylonites, one Fe-Ti oxide gabbro ultramylonite, and one layered gabbro-norite mylonite. In two cases, we mapped two areas (denoted by “a” and “b”) of differing plagioclase grain size and fabric within the same thin section. Plagioclase CPO strengths were quantified using the M-index [Skemer et al., 2005] and range from 0.03 to 0.20. Although there is significant variation in the magnitude and orientation of the CPO, samples with the strongest CPOs (Jas113-20a, Jas114-2, Kn180-19-12a and b) tend to have clusters of [100] axes aligned with the shear direction (Figure 6). The [010] axes tend to be grouped into weak point maxima oriented perpendicular to the shear plane. These data are consistent with deformation being accommodated primarily by activation of the (010)[100] and (010)[001] slip systems. The (010)[100] and (010)[001] slip systems have been documented as primary slip systems during high-temperature (750–900°C) deformation of plagioclase by transmission electron microscopy [e.g., Olsen and Kohlstedt, 1984], by examination of CPOs in experimentally deformed rocks [e.g., Ji and Mainprice, 1990;
Stüntz et al., 2003], and by examination of CPOs in naturally deformed rocks [e.g., Xie et al., 2003; Mehl and Hirth, 2008]. Several samples exhibit randomly distributed plagioclase orientations (e.g., Jas112-32, and Kn180-19-4) with low M indices (M < 0.03). The weakest fabrics tend to

---

**Figure 5.** Characteristic microstructures of peridotite protomylonites and mylonites (crossed nics). The shear sense is oriented top to the right for all images. The red boxes indicate regions analyzed with EBSD. (a) Oriented image of a peridotite mylonite that has been significantly altered and overprinted by brittle deformation, and is now seen as a fractured talc clast in a fine-grained tremolite-serpentine matrix (Jas116-16). The shear sense matches that of the overall detachment. (b) Statically altered peridotite mylonite (Jas113-36). Large altered pyroxene grains sit in a matrix of olivine retrogressing to magnetite, serpentine, and amphibole. (c) Relatively unaltered peridotite mylonite (Kn180-17-14). Pyroxenes and olivine porphyroclasts are asymmetric in a manner consistent with the top to the right shear sense. Olivine porphyroclasts are dynamically recrystallized into a fine-grained olivine matrix. Undulose extinction and subgrain development is ubiquitous in the large grains. (d) Peridotite mylonite intruded by a gabbroic melt (Jas112-93). The full thin section image is accompanied by a schematic interpretation denoting the peridotite host and the intruding gabbro. Peridotite aggregates are chiefly composed of very fine-grained olivine, indicating significant grain size reduction and mylonitization.
Figure 6. Pole figures (PF) and inverse pole figures (IPF) for plagioclase in the gabbros. For pole figures, all EBSD data were filtered to one point per grain, and the number of grains is given along with the calculated M-index. All pole figures are lower-hemisphere, equal-area plots. For inverse pole figures, correlated misorientations between $2\degree$ and $15\degree$ are plotted in the crystallographic reference frame. Details of the reference frames are given in the legend.
be associated with the smallest grain sizes (Table 1).

Distributions of misorientation axes describing plagioclase subgrain boundaries are plotted on inverse pole figures in Figure 6. Subgrain boundaries are taken to be those boundaries with misorientation angles between 2 and 15°. All samples except the finest-grained sample (Kn180-19-4) exhibit strong preferred orientations of misorientation axes. Misorientation axes tend to cluster between [100] and [001]. This observation is consistent with subgrain boundaries being built out of (010)[100] and (010)[001] edge dislocations during progressive subgrain-rotation recrystallization [e.g., Lloyd et al., 1997]. Preferred misorientation-axis orientations in rocks with mylonitic fabrics provide further confirmation that intragranular dislocation creep was facilitating recrystallization [Wheeler et al., 2001]. The paucity of subgrain boundaries in sample Kn180-19-4 is consistent with the interpretation that the sample was deforming dominantly by diffusion creep [Fliervoet et al., 1999; Sundberg and Cooper, 2008]. Interestingly, two samples with relatively weak CPOs (Jas112-32 and Jas113-20b) also have a significant number of subgrain boundaries, and the misorientation axes associated with those boundaries are clustered near [100] and [001]. We interpret the lack of a strong CPO in these samples to reflect simultaneous diffusion creep in the numerous fine-grained neoblasts and dislocation creep in the few coarse-grained porphyroclasts that are still forming subgrain boundaries as a part of the recrystallization process.

4.2.1.2. CPOs: Olivine

Olivine CPOs are plotted in Figure 7. Sample Kn180-17-14, a harzburgite mylonite, exhibits a well-developed CPO with an M-index of 0.21. The [100] axes are subparallel to the lineation defined by elongated pyroxene grains and olivine porphyroclasts. The [010] axes are roughly normal to the shear plane, but both [010] and [001] axes form weak, diffuse girdles perpendicular to the lineation. This type of fabric is frequently seen in naturally deformed lithospheric peridotites [e.g., Ismail and Mainprice, 1998; Karato et al., 2008; Warren et al., 2008] and high-strain laboratory experiments [e.g., Bystricky et al., 2000; Hansen et al., 2012]. Nicolas and Christensen [1987] interpreted girdling of [010] and [001] axes to indicate activation of the {0kl}[100] family of slip systems, which is likely dominated by the (010)[100] and (001)[100] slip systems [Warren et al., 2008]. However, the presence of [010] and [001] maxima suggests that (010)[100] has accommodated most of the deformation. In other, more highly altered samples, olivine occurs in clusters of equigranular polygonal grains. These olivine grains do not exhibit undulose extinction or subgrain development, but optical inspection with a retardation plate suggests a strong CPO for most samples, implying they are neoblasts formed during dynamic recrystallization in a manner similar to that described for sample Kn180-17-14.

We also analyzed olivine CPOs for two of the peridotite aggregates in sample Jas112-93 (Figure 7). Because this sample consists of peridotite aggregates hosted in a meta-gabbroic matrix, the dominant peridotite foliation is unclear. Both aggregates have strong CPOs, which indicates a large contribution from dislocation motion to the total deformation and is consistent with the dominant mechanism being either dislocation creep [Zhang and Karato, 1995; Zhang et al., 2000] or dislocation-accommodated grain boundary sliding [Hansen et al., 2011, 2012]. The lack of information regarding the shear direction or shear plane prevents interpretation of a dominant slip system from the CPO. Importantly, the dominant axis directions in either aggregate are not parallel, which suggests that the aggregates were rotated with respect to each other. We interpret these observations to indicate that the peridotite was first deformed plastically and subsequently intruded and broken up by a basaltic melt that crystallized as a gabbro.

Distributions of misorientation axes describing olivine subgrain boundaries are plotted on inverse pole figures in Figure 7. All analyzed regions in the peridotites exhibit strong preferred misorientation-axis orientations. Misorientation axes are dominantly distributed between [001] and [010], as would be expected for subgrain boundaries that are built from {0kl}[100] edge dislocations. The similarity in misorientation-axis distributions between samples Kn180-17-14 and Jas112-93 indicates that dislocations with similar slip systems were contributing to subgrain boundary formation. Notably, misorientation axes measured in Kn180-17-14a tend to be more aligned with [010], which suggests (001)[100] dislocations were dominant in this region. Because Kn180-17-14a is only ~1 cm away from Kn180-17-14b, we suggest the predominance of misorientation axes
near [010] reflects the orientation of the host grain or grains from which the measured grains were nucleated.

4.2.2. Gabbro Thermometry

Temperatures during mylonitization of gabbroic rocks were calculated from both the amphibole gabbros and from the gabbronorite (Table 2). Hornblende and plagioclase neoblast pairs from samples Jas112-32 and Jas113-20 yield temperatures between 706°C and 797°C, in good agreement with temperatures suggested by the inferred slip system in plagioclase. We assume that these temperatures reflect conditions during mylonitization because measurements were made on neoblasts of both hornblende and plagioclase, which likely equilibrated during deformation-related recrystallization. These calculated temperatures are also consistent with the observation that high-temperature microstructures reflect deformation at depths below the BPT and at temperatures below the solidus.

Six orthopyroxene-clinopyroxene pairs were also analyzed from sample Kn180-19-2, a gabbronorite. Calculated temperatures range from 872°C ± 27°C to 914°C ± 17°C. These pyroxene grains are neoblasts formed during dynamic recrystallization from nearby pyroxene crystals that are several orders of magnitude larger. Therefore, we suggest that these temperatures represent the highest temperatures of deformation determined for the Kane OCC.
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<td>765</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 HB6</td>
<td>P24 HH21</td>
<td>CPX22 OPX19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7 HB7</td>
<td>P25 HH22</td>
<td>CPX24 OPX21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8 HB8</td>
<td>P28 HH25</td>
<td>CPX29 OPX26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9 HB9</td>
<td>P29 HH26</td>
<td>CPX30 OPX27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>874</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10 HB10</td>
<td>P30 HH27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>843</td>
<td>752</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11 HB11</td>
<td>P32 HH29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>853</td>
<td>753</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12 HB12</td>
<td>P33 HB30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>727</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13 HB13</td>
<td>P34 HB31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808</td>
<td>771</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P35 HB32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>775</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P36 HB33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P37 HB34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>759</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P38 HB35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P39 HB36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>789</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P41 HB38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

²P = plagioclase; Hb = hornblende.

5. Discussion

5.1. Deep Root of the Kane Oceanic Detachment Fault

[31] The observations described above prescribe a fault system that rooted sufficiently deep for high-temperature, viscous deformation to be dominant. The package of mylonites near the main detachment surface is concordant with overprinting brittle fabrics, and therefore mylonitic microstructures likely record the highest temperatures at which the detachment was operating. Mylonitic microstructures in peridotites and gabbros are characterized by subgrain development, core and mantle structure, and strong CPOs. These structures are clearly indicative of deformation accommodated by high-temperature processes, particularly dislocation mechanisms and transport of material by diffusion [e.g., Poirier, 1985; Passechier and Trois, 2005]. The measured recrystallized grain sizes record relatively large differential stresses (Table 1), which suggests that the observed mylonitic textures are more likely related to detachment faulting than to suprasolidus emplacement (for mafic rocks) or asthenospheric flow (for ultramafic rocks). Following the scheme of Rutter [1986] and Kohlstedt et al. [1995], the presence of high-temperature mylonites suggests that the upper part of the footwall of the detachment fault was at some point deforming viscously at depths below the BPT. There is also clear evidence for a down-temperature trend in textures akin to those observed in other investigations of detachment related rocks [Schroeder and John, 2004; Miranda and John, 2010; Picazo et al., 2012]. This observation is consistent with the footwall rocks deforming as they were being transported upward through the BPT into a zone of semibrittle deformation and eventually through the brittle-ductile transition where brittle deformation localized into the narrow fault now exposed as the detachment fault surface.

[32] Further constraint on the depth of faulting can be obtained from the morphology of the breakaway ridge in the vicinity of Abel Dome (Figure 8), from which we can estimate the original depth of fault rocks exposed at East Fault when detachment faulting began. The current dip of the east slope of the breakaway ridge indicates that 26° of flexural rotation has occurred. Following the method of Smith et al. [2008], the amount of rotation indicated by the dip of the east slope of the breakaway ridge combined with the current dip of the west slope requires that the dip of the detachment fault at initiation was ~48°. Thus, because the East Fault scarp at Cain Dome is ~10 km east of the breakaway ridge, the rocks exposed on the scarp were at ~7 km depth when faulting initiated. Error in the fault dip of ±5° results in <1 km variation in the calculated depth.

[33] Recent thermochronometry provides additional constraints on the depth of the detachment faulting. Schoolmeesters et al. [2011] used both U-Pb and (U-Th)/He chronometers to calculate zircon ages from gabbrics in the same sample suite used here. Assuming a fault dip of 48° (as outlined above), and following the method outlined by Grimes et al. [2011], they demonstrated that footwall rocks passed through the 735°C and 190°C isotherms at 6.0–8.0 km and 1.5–2.5 km below seafloor, respectively, in good agreement with our prediction of high-temperature deformation at depths of ~7 km.

[34] Several models have been proposed for the deep roots of OCC detachment faults, including the fault rooting into an alteration front [Escartín et al., 2003], into a magma chamber or melt-rich zone [Dick et al., 2000], into the boundary between gabbro intrusions and weakened hydrated peridotite [Ildefonse et al., 2007] or into the BPT [Tucholke et al., 1998, 2001, 2008]. Escartín et al. [2003] proposed that the detachment fault at 15°45′N rooted into an alteration front corresponding to temperatures of 300–450°C. The high-temperature deformation presented in this study clearly requires the fault at the Kane OCC to have
rooted at a much deeper structural level. Because of the extensive gabbroic intrusions observed in Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Hole 735B, Dick et al. [2000] proposed that the Atlantis Bank detachment fault rooted into a melt-rich zone where new oceanic crust was continuously accreted in the footwall as it was tectonically denuded. This model allows for the interaction of detachment-related shear zones with melt, as well as high-temperature deformation, both of which are suggested here for the Kane OCC. However, the large proportion of ultramafic rocks composing Cain and Abel Domes implies that magmatism was relatively limited. Therefore, we suggest that any nucleation of shear zones into a melt-rich zone at the Kane OCC was transient and constrained to small areas with respect to the overall mylonitic zone.

Ildefonse et al. [2007] argued that oceanic detachment faults can nucleate at the contact between gabbroic intrusions and the surrounding peridotite due to local serpentinization, which is consistent with several OCCs being cored by large gabbro bodies. Similar processes may have been important on the east flank of Cain Dome in which high seismic velocities indicate the presence of a large gabbro intrusion [Xu et al., 2009]. However, local serpentinization would only contribute to localization at higher structural levels at which low enough temperatures for stable formation of serpentine would be achieved (T < ~550°C) [e.g., Ulmer and Trommsdorff, 1995]. Additionally, the relative paucity of gabbros collected from Abel Dome and the west flank of Cain Dome along with the observation that some gabbros intrude already mylonitized peridotites demonstrates that deformation can also localize into relatively unaltered ultramafic rocks.

[35] We propose that our observations are consistent with a detachment fault system that roots into or below the BPT (Figure 9). We stress that a detachment fault rooting into the BPT does not imply that material below the BPT translated without deformation. Rather, Figure 9 depicts a distributed zone of mylonitic deformation whose upper boundary roughly corresponds to the BPT. The active mylonitic shear zones also interact with small gabbroic intrusions, some of which may be partially molten. With increasing depth, this zone of mylonitic deformation must transition into distributed asthenospheric mantle flow. Above the BPT some mylonitization may be still active and likely is accommodated by semibrittle processes. The active portion of the system progressively narrows into a zone of intense localized brittle deformation characterized by hydration of mineral phases; relict mylonitic shear zones away from the localized fault see only static alteration.

5.2. Rheological Profile of an Oceanic Detachment Fault

[36] To quantify the rheological properties of the Kane detachment fault, we use observed microstructures in combination with laboratory-derived constitutive equations. For the viscously deforming portion of the fault system, rock deformation can be described by a flow law of the form

\[ \dot{\varepsilon} = A \sigma^n \exp \left( \frac{-Q}{RT} \right), \]

where \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate, \( A \) is a material-dependent constant, \( \sigma \) is the differential stress, \( n \) is the stress exponent, \( d \) is the average grain size, \( p \) is the grain size exponent, \( Q \) is the activation enthalpy, \( R \) is the gas constant, and \( T \) is temperature. The term \( A \) can be expanded to describe dependencies of the strain rate on a variety of other state variables including the oxygen fugacity, the oxygen...
fugacity, and the melt fraction [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003].

[37] The flow law in equation (1) describes the deformation behavior of a single phase or polyphase material dominated by a single deformation mechanism. In general, multiple deformation mechanisms operate simultaneously. Viscous deformation mechanisms such as dislocation creep, diffusion creep, and dislocation-accommodated grain-boundary sliding are often considered to be operating independently of each other. Thus, a constitutive relationship describing the total strain rate of the material can be written as a summation of the strain rates due to each mechanism,

\[ \dot{e} = \sum \dot{e}_i = \sum A_i \sigma_i^n \exp \left( \frac{Q_i}{RT} \right), \tag{2} \]

where \( i \) denotes the value for the \( i \)th deformation mechanism.

[38] Figure 10a presents temperature and differential stress predictions for the samples presented in this study compared to calculated differential stress as a function of temperature using flow-law parameters for wet plagioclase (0.07 wt% H2O), dry plagioclase, and dry olivine. To calculate differential stresses at a given temperature, we use parameters for three sets of flow laws and a range of strain rates consistent with those expected in detachment-fault shear zones (10\(^{-14}\) and 10\(^{-12.5}\) s\(^{-1}\)) [John and Cheadle, 2010]. For wet and dry plagioclase, we use the diffusion creep and dislocation creep flow-law parameters for An\(_{100}\) plagioclase from Rybacki and Dresen [2000]. For dry olivine, we use the dislocation creep and diffusion creep flow laws from Hirth and Kohlstedt [2003] and the dislocation-accommodated grain-boundary sliding flow law from Hansen et al. [2011]. We modify the pre-exponential constant, \( A \), for diffusion creep of olivine according to Hansen et al. [2011]. The evolution of grain size with changing stress conditions can be approximated using empirically derived piezometric relationships for plagioclase [Twiss, 1977] and olivine [van der Wal et al., 1993], which take the form

\[ d = \frac{B}{\sigma^q}. \tag{3} \]

[39] The parameters \( B \) and \( q \) are material dependent constants. After inserting equation (3) into equation (2), the stress at any given temperature can be solved for numerically.

[40] The resulting curves in Figure 10a are compared to values determined by grain size piezometry and geothermometry of gabbros (see Table 1). The measured values are most consistent with stresses predicted using the dry-plagioclase flow law. Notably, the wet-plagioclase flow law dramatically under-predicts the observed stresses at the assumed strain rates. Strain rates of at least 10\(^{-9}\) s\(^{-1}\) are necessary for the wet-plagioclase flow law to predict reasonable stress/temperature profiles. An estimate of realistic strain rates can be obtained following the argument of Mehl and
Hirth [2008]. Approximately, 20% of the sampled rocks exhibit significant crystal-plastic deformation fabrics in the upper 450 m of the profile constructed in Figure 2, which yields a total thickness of viscous shear zones of ~90 m. The fault slip rate has been estimated from U/Pb dating of zircon to be ~16.5 mm/yr [Cheadle et al., 2008]. Combining fault slip rate and total shear zone thickness yields a maximum shear strain rate of \( \varepsilon < 10^{-10} \) s\(^{-1}\), which, when converted to an equivalent axial strain rate [Paterson and Olgaard, 2000], is \( \sim 3 \times 10^{-12} \) s\(^{-1}\). Because this estimate is within an order of magnitude of that predicted by dry-plagioclase flow laws using the measured stresses, we suggest that the rheological behavior of the gabbroic rocks in the Kane detachment system is best described by a dry flow law. The difference between our calculated stresses and those predicted from grain size piezometry could potentially be explained by the incorporation of a small amount (i.e., <0.07 wt%) of water into plagioclase [Rybacki and Dresen, 2000] or by geometric softening associated with CPO development [e.g., Hansen et al., 2012]. We note that our estimate of ~90 m for the total thickness of shear zones would have to be reduced by over 2 orders of magnitude to result in strain rates similar to those necessary for the wet-plagioclase flow law from Rybacki and Dresen [2000] to predict reasonable stresses.

Stresses predicted for olivine-rich rocks are also illustrated in Figure 10a. Although we do not have temperature data to allow comparison between measured stresses and predicted stresses, we note that dry olivine is similar in strength to dry plagioclase at these conditions. The predicted stress profiles for olivine suggest that peridotite mylonites formed at ~800°C, consistent with observations of shear zones in orogenic peridotites [Linckens et al., 2011a, 2011b]. In further support of the above analysis, data from fault rocks are plotted in Figure 10a with symbols that correspond to the strength of the crystallographic fabric. Samples deformed at the highest stresses, with one exception (Jas113-20a), tend to have the weakest fabrics (\( M < 0.05 \)). The highest measured stresses correlate well with the boundary between deformation dominated by dislocation processes (dislocation creep or dislocation-accommodated grain-boundary sliding) and that dominated by diffusion creep. The weakening of crystallographic fabrics with increased stress (i.e., reduced grain size) is commonly attributed to the increased contribution of diffusion creep to the total strain rate [e.g., Jaroslaw et al., 1996; Bestmann and Prior, 2003; Linckens et al., 2011a]. Although we do not have temperature data for olivine-rich rocks, the
measured stresses are within the dislocation-accommodated grain-boundary sliding regime for a wide range of temperatures, and olivine CPOs correspondingly have relatively high M indices ($M = 0.14–0.24$).

[43] Plagioclase and olivine flow laws are used to construct the profile of fault strength with increasing depth illustrated in Figure 10b. To describe the deformation behavior of a shear zone intersecting both mafic and ultramafic rocks, we assume the strain rate is spatially constant and the stress varies between plagioclase-rich rocks and olivine-rich rocks, which yields

$$\sigma_{\text{composite}} = \left( \frac{f_{\text{plag}}}{\sigma_{\text{plag}}} + \frac{f_{\text{ol}}}{\sigma_{\text{ol}}} \right)^{-1},$$

where $f_{\text{plag}}$ and $f_{\text{ol}}$ are the volume fractions of plagioclase-rich rocks and olivine-rich rocks, respectively. The above statement is equivalent to the Voigt bound for the bulk properties of multiphase rocks [e.g., Handy, 1994; Ji et al., 2001, 2004]. We use $f_{\text{plag}} = 0.4$ and $f_{\text{ol}} = 0.6$ according to the proportions of deformed rocks collected from dive Jas112 (Figure 2). Alternatively, using a constant-stress assumption (Reuss bound) produces qualitatively similar results because olivine and plagioclase have similar strengths under the relevant conditions. Figure 10b demonstrates that the predicted composite stress for a strain rate of $10^{-12.5}$ s$^{-1}$ is in good agreement with the data obtained from the gabbro mylonites.

[44] To convert the temperature profile used in Figure 10a to a depth profile, we calculate a temperature-depth relationship following Fault and Jackson [2005]. Values for the potential temperature, heat capacity, coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, and age of the lithosphere are taken to be 1573 K, 1350 Jkg$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, 2.9 $\times$ 10$^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$, 10$^{-12}$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$, and 1 Myr, respectively. Gabbro mylonites with calculated temperatures plot between 6 and 8 km below the seafloor. The resulting temperature-depth relationship agrees with the constraints provided by zircon U/Pb and (U-Th)/He geo- and thermochronology from gabbros collected from Cain and Abel Domes that suggest temperatures of 735°C at 5–8 km below the sea floor [Schoolmeesters, 2011].

[45] The maximum stresses observed place important bounds on the rheological behavior of the shallow portion of the fault system. The maximum stress measured among deformed rocks is on the order of 100 MPa, which is a minimum estimate of the stress at the BPT. This value is at least a factor of 2 less than the stress at the intersection of the viscous strength curve and the Goetze Criterion, which is often used as a proxy for the BPT [Kohlstedt et al., 1995]. Interestingly, the maximum measured stress is in good agreement with the intersection of the viscous strength curve and Byerlee’s Law when the pore fluid pressure is assumed to be hydrostatic. This assumption appears reasonable since the earliest deformation to overprint mylonitic fabrics is accompanied by alteration of the primary minerals to hydrous phases. Notably, pore fluid pressures greater than hydrostatic would result in a brittle strength less than the measured maximum stress of viscous deformation and are therefore unlikely. Several studies have provided evidence for interaction of seawater with the brittle and semibrittle portions of oceanic detachment faults, which includes petrographic and isotopic observations [MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartin et al., 2003; Boschi et al., 2006, 2008; McCaig et al., 2010; Picazo et al., 2012]. Additionally, the maximum depth of microearthquakes recorded at the Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse (TAG) detachment system [deMartin et al., 2007] correlates well with the depth of maximum stress recorded in mylonitic rocks from the Kane detachment system. Thus, we conclude that the transition from plastic to semibrittle and brittle deformation occurs at 6–7 km depth, at ~750°C, and ~100 MPa differential stress.

[46] The strength of the shallow portion of the fault may also be significantly affected by alteration products including talc and serpentine. The frictional strengths of serpentine and talc are depicted in Figure 10b. The strength of serpentine is similar to that predicted by Byerlee’s Law modified by a hydrostatic pore pressure [Escartin et al., 1997, 2001]. However, the temperature range of serpentine stability is constrained to be below ~550°C at 10 km depth [e.g., Ulmer and Trommsdorff, 1995], and is therefore unlikely to be controlling portions of the fault just above the BPT. The strength of talc is significantly lower than that predicted by Byerlee’s Law [Escartin et al., 2008], consistent with the model of Ildefonsé et al. [2007] that suggests retrograde reaction products at gabbro-peridotite contacts (e.g., talc-tremolite-chlorite assemblages) will be significantly weaker at shallow depths than either gabbro or peridotite host rocks. However, if talc were controlling the strength of the entire brittle portion of the fault, then the intersection of the brittle and viscous
strength curves would be at much lower stresses than measured by piezometry. Because of the prevalence of talc-tremolite-chlorite schists collected from oceanic detachment faults [MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2003; Schroeder and John, 2004; Boschi et al., 2006], we argue that talc controls the strength of the shallowest portion of the fault. We note that a transition from stronger rock-types to talc-rich rocks might be indicated by the lack of seismicity in the upper ~3 km of the TAG detachment system [deMartin et al., 2007]. Such a change in the dominant mineralogy would likely correspond to a change in the coefficient of internal friction, which may be responsible for the abrupt change in the apparent dip of the detachment fault at TAG [deMartin et al., 2007].

The strength profile depicted in Figure 10b highlights two primary factors that control the strength of the detachment system. First, the viscosity of the mylonitic portion of the system is the primary factor determining the strength of the fault. Decreasing the viscous strength of the constituent rocks will shift the viscous portion of the strength profile to shallower depths (Figure 11a), reducing both the maximum stress and the integrated strength of the system. An overall decrease in viscous strength can be facilitated by hydrolytic weakening [e.g., Kohlstedt, 2006], increased temperatures resulting in compression of isotherms toward the sea floor, or the interaction of the detachment system with a partially molten region (Figure 11b). Second, weakening of the shallowest portion of the system through the production of weak alteration products also dramatically lowers the integrated strength.

5.3. Comparison to Other OCCs

Investigations of fault rocks at other OCCs have yielded a variety of results regarding the rheological nature of oceanic detachment faults. Examinations of fault rocks collected in Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) Hole 1309D at Atlantis Massif [Hirose and Hayman, 2008; McCaig et al., 2010], as surface samples from the OCC at 15°45′N [MacLeod et al., 2002; Escartín et al., 2003], and in ODP Leg 209 drill cores from Hole 1275B at 15°45′N [Kelemen et al., 2004] have found a relative paucity of strong crystal-plastic fabrics. In contrast, substantial mylonitization has been observed along the south wall of Atlantis Massif in a region that is dominantly peridotite [Schroeder and John, 2004; Karson et al., 2006] and in ODP Hole 735B at Atlantis Bank. Karson et al. [2006] mapped a 100 m thick zone of deformation-induced foliation near the detachment surface at Atlantis Massif by sampling a mass-wasting scarp that exposed the interior of the main dome. Based on profiles reconstructed from the same scarp by Schroeder and John [2004] (their Table 3), the proportion of rocks with crystal-plastic fabric intensity ≥2 suggests a total thickness of viscous shear zones of ~40 m. Mylonitization is pervasive at Atlantis Bank and estimates for the total thickness of viscous shear zones range from 150 m [Mehl and Hirth, 2008] to 400 m [Miranda and John, 2010], depending on the criterion used to define mylonitic deformation. The observations and interpretations presented here regarding the depth extent and style of deformation at the Kane OCC are clearly more in line with those at the south wall of Atlantis Massif and
Several factors can affect the depth of the BPT from a relatively shallow BPT. Faults with little or no mylonitization may have resulted from a relatively deep BPT while those exhibiting pervasive high-T deformation may have resulted from a relatively shallow BPT.

We suggest that the differences in the abundance of crystal-plastic deformation fabrics recorded at the above mentioned OCCs can be explained through a simple rheological argument. First, it is worth noting that the semiquantitative scale ubiquitously used to describe crystal-plastic deformation at OCCs is effectively a measure of strain because the observation is based on the volume fraction of recrystallized grains, which is strongly strain dependent [e.g., Drury, 2005]. Often the total thickness of high-temperature deformation is estimated by the number of rocks above a certain threshold in fabric strength [Mehl and Hirth, 2008; Miranda and John, 2010] (we have chosen to use fabric intensities $\geq 2$). This approach overlooks the possibility that many other rocks are deforming viscously but have only experienced small strains. For instance, although core recovered from IODP Hole U1309D records relatively few rocks hosting a crystal-plastic fabric strength $>2$ [Blackman et al., 2006; Hirose and Hayman, 2008], there is a substantial thickness of rock that exhibits weak crystal-plastic fabrics parallel to the main cataclastic structures. Fault systems that extend farther below the BPT will allow larger viscous strains to be accumulated. Thus, detachment faults with little or no mylonitization may have resulted from a relatively deep BPT while those with significant mylonitization may have resulted from a relatively shallow BPT.

Several factors can affect the depth of the BPT (Figure 11). In short, the BPT is shallower for weaker rocks. A reduction in rock strength can be due to composition (e.g., water or melt content) or compression of isotherms to shallower depths. We posit that detachment faults associated with limited viscous deformation, such as at the OCC at 15°45’N, are relatively strong because they are cold and/or dry. In contrast, we suggest that oceanic detachment faults exhibiting pervasive high-T deformation, such as at the Kane OCC and Atlantis Massif, are relatively hot and possibly weakened by a small amount of dissolved water and/or their interaction with partially molten rocks. Further, we suggest that oceanic detachment faults such as at Atlantis Bank, which exhibits the most abundant mylonitization, are weakened further by the incorporation of water-related crystal defects into plagioclase as gabbros crystallized from a hydrous melt [John and Cheadle, 2010]. This last suggestion is supported by piezometry and thermometry that yields relatively low stresses and high strain rates in amphibole-bearing gabbros from Atlantis Bank [Miranda, 2006].

6. Conclusions

In an effort to characterize the rheological behavior of oceanic detachment faults, we examine a suite of rocks collected from the Kane oceanic core complex at 23°N on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. We focus on rock samples from Cain and Abel Domes and the scarp associated with East Fault, which exposes the interior of Cain Dome. The analyzed section is dominantly peridotite with lesser gabbroic rocks.

Reconstruction of a profile down the East Fault scarp reveals a $\sim 450$ m zone of high-temperature mylonitization and a 200 m zone of brittle deformation in the upper part of this zone that make up the exposed portion of the detachment fault system. The high-temperature mylonitic portion is composed of a series of centimeter-thick to meter-thick anastomosing shear zones with interspersed lenses of relatively undeformed rock. The morphology of the breakaway ridge indicates that the fault system extended to depths $> 7$ km, which agrees with recent estimates from zircon geochronology. Geothermometry of dynamically recrystallized neoblasts yields temperatures of deformation greater than 700°C. Petrography of mylonitic fabrics, grain size piezometry, analysis of crystallographic fabrics, and comparison to laboratory-derived flow laws confirm that high-temperature deformation occurred by a combination of dislocation creep, dislocation-accommodated grain-boundary sliding, and diffusion creep with grain size sensitive processes dominating at the smallest grain sizes. The stresses measured by grain size piezometry are best explained by dry flow laws of plagioclase and olivine and strain rates near $10^{-14} - 10^{-12.5}$ s$^{-1}$. Faster strain rates ($3 \times 10^{-12}$ s$^{-1}$) are indicated by the spatial distribution of shear zones and estimated slip rates, which can be explained by weakening of the mylonites by either a small addition of water or geometric softening associated with CPO development.

Our microstructural and rheological analysis demonstrates that the Kane detachment fault system extends into or below the BPT. The highest differential stresses estimated from analysis of mylonites provide a minimum estimate of the stress at the BPT ($\sim 100$ MPa). Notably, this...
estimated stress at the BPT is in good agreement with that predicted by the intersection of the dry viscous flow laws and Byerlee’s Law with a hydrostatic pore fluid. We suggest that most oceanic detachment faults extend below the BPT and that the variation in the abundance of mylonites among OCCs can be explained by variations in the depth of the BPT, which controls the amount of viscous strain that can be accumulated. Thus, differences in water content and/or the thermal structure of the oceanic lithosphere can control the degree of mylonitization through their effect on the depth of the BPT.
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